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Abstract 
 

Today’s advanced malware can easily avoid detection by adopting several evasion strategies. Process 

injection is one such strategy to evade detection from security products since the execution is masked under a 

legitimate process. Malicious activities are often enforced by injecting malicious code into running processes, 

which is often undetectable by traditional anti-malware techniques. Various process injection techniques are 

employed by malware to gain more stealth and to bypass security tools/products. Our main focus in this research 

work is to propose an entirely out-of-VM approach based on advanced memory introspection to detect process 

injection of varied types in a virtualized environment.  

The VMI-based Process Injection Detection (VMIPID) model scans for injected memory regions that are 

created as a result of process injection. We implement our approach in a plugin for the memory forensic 

framework Volatility, which automatically reports any memory region containing injected codes, and 

successfully tested it on live VMs and malware-infected memory images and also evaluated it against 

implementations of different hiding techniques. Experimental results show that our model classifies injected 

memory regions with high accuracy and completeness and has more true positives and fewer false positives when 

compared to other existing systems/solutions.  

Our proposed detection approach assures precise and reliable results and exactly pinpoint injected 

memory regions. Our proposed system detects an actual malicious memory region in the virtual address space of 

an infected process. Our proposed system detects more malware families and dominates the other approaches in 

all evaluation metrics. 

This work is intended to automate the detection of different process injection techniques in a virtualized 

environment and dump recognized malicious memory regions to disk for a detailed analysis and assessment. This 

Ph.D. work would be useful for a software company that works in the area of security at the Infrastructure as a 

Service (IaaS) layer in the cloud computing model for possible integration of the solution in their Anti-Malware 

product. 
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